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Transcription factor binding:
More than just motif recognition
On pages 605-612 Iris Dror et al. hypothesize that DNA recognition by a transcription factor (TF) is not only dependent on
the respective DNA motif but is also influenced by the environment in which the
motif resides. The authors argue that the
environment may help to attract the TF to
its binding site thus providing a more efficient search process. GC content and preferred DNA shape are two of the features
playing an important role in that regard. In
addition, homotypic clusters, i.e. the presence of multiple binding sites of the same
TF, also contribute to TF binding. – kb
Highlighted article: How motif environment influences transcription factor search
dynamics: Finding a needle in a haystack.
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Highlighted article: YAP and TAZ in epithelial stem cells: A sensor for cell polarity, mechanical forces and tissue damage.
Ahmed Elbediwy
dx.doi.org/10.1002/
bies.201600037
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How YAP and TAZ respond to
different cues
Ahmed Elbediwy et al. take a closer look
at the regulation of YAP and TAZ in different mammalian epithelial tissues and at
that of the corresponding Drosophila homologue Yorkie (see pages 644-653). The
authors discuss how these transcriptional
co-activators mainly act as sensors for cell
polarity but are also able to respond to
other signals, such as mechanical forces
and tissue damage. In basal stem/progenitor cells YAP/TAZ is found in the nucleus
and activated via Integrins and Scr family
kinases. In differentiated squamous cells
or columnar cells, on the other hand, they
are retained in the cytoplasm and thus
inhibited. This occurs via the canonical
Hippo pathway. Furthermore, the authors
also review the role of YAP/TAZ in human
epithelial cancers.
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On pages 618-626, Schmidt et al. discuss the concept
of cofactor squelching in light of recent evidence from
genome-wide studies indicating that such competition for
a limiting amount of coactivators is a general mechanism
of transcriptional repression by signal-dependent
transcription factors (TFs). They further discuss how TF
cooperativity in so-called hotspots and super-enhancers
may sensitize these enhancers to cofactor squelching.
The cover illustrates how signal dependent TFs can
be regarded as the ‘Robin Hoods’ of the genome,
redistributing cofactors (gold coins) from the wealthy
super-enhancers (stacks of gold coins).
Cover design: Andreas N. Grøntved.

Is antibiotic resistance really
associated with a fitness cost?
On pages 682-693, Thomas Guillard et al.
critically review the long-held paradigm
that “antibiotic resistance is usually associated with a fitness cost”. Contrary to
this paradigm, recent findings suggest that
antibiotic-resistant bacterial strains might
not only be fitter but also more virulent.
The authors not only discuss the implications of these findings for the treatment of
bacterial infections but also present alternative approaches, such as preventive and
therapeutic anti-bacterial immunotherapies. – kb
Highlighted article: Antibiotic resistance
and virulence: Understanding the link and
its consequences for prophylaxis and
therapy. Thomas Guillard et al.
dx.doi.
org/10.1002/bies.201500180

